Abstract
Introduction
Video target tracking is an important research field for its wide use in car parks, supermarkets, banks, factories, mines and other places. In order to meet the needs of monitoring, we can use multiple cameras in these regions, so that FOVS of each camera can be overlapped or adjacent. By camera calibration, we can gain continuous scene, and achieve a comprehensive monitoring of the whole region. However, in practical application, it is not realistic because of high cost and large amount of data. Actually, we only install cameras in key locations, let each camera cover only a limited area. By reasonable configuration, a little number of cameras can form a collaborative monitoring network, which covers a wide area. But there will be many blind monitoring views in different cameras, so that the targets are discrete in time and space. However, each camera is not isolated, the target will transfer from blind monitoring views of different cameras. At the same time, the captured target appearance varies greatly because of environmental illumination, angles, postures and imaging characteristics of each camera. All these cause target association very difficult. Furthermore, target matching and tracking results are affected. Therefore, in cooperative network, target tracking of multiple non-overlapping cameras has become a main research content of wide video surveillance, which plays an important role in behavior recognition [1] [2] . If let pedestrian as research target, the current solution is to extract appearance and spatio-temporal feature, and construct spatial and temporal constraint between cameras based on topological relations. Then use suitable association algorithm to match different observations of different cameras, so as to obtain the corresponding relation. Color
Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC feature is one of the most used appearance features. While a pedestrian moves across different cameras, its color appearance will be affected by various factors. Figure 1 shows pedestrian move across a non-overlapping monitoring network. The appearance features are changed because of variance and changes of illumination, viewpoint, clothing and other related factors. Cheng and Madden do great research on disjoint track matching [3] . Methods based on major color spectrum histogram representation (MCSHR) matching and post-matching integration are proposed. And a two-directional similarity measurement algorithm is used to measure the similarity of the two given observations, which is based on the most similar major color searching algorithm. Furthermore, they also use the 3-5 adjacent frames to construct an incremental MCSHR (IMCSHR) matching model to cope with small pose changes occurring along the track. Capability of distinguish color is strong, its statistical characteristics can be little effected by the shooting angle, but it is easy to be influenced by light and imaging equipment. Therefore, there is much research on color consistency correction of different cameras. Porikli and Divakaran [4] [5] present a novel method to solve the problem of inter-camera color calibration. A distance metric and a modeling function are used to evaluate the inter-camera radiometric properties using color histograms. It is a relative non-parametric non-linear color distortion model function of each camera combination. Gilbert and Bowden [6] [7] [8] firstly convert targets' color histogram from RGB color space to Munsell, then match them. Experiments show good matching effect of low resolution targets. Javed et. al., [9] [10] use conformity in the traversed paths to establish correspondence. The proposed algorithm learns this conformity and hence the inter-camera relationships in the form of multivariate probability density of space-time variables (entry and exit locations, velocities, and transition times) using kernel density estimation. And find that all brightness transfer functions from a given camera to another camera lie in a low dimensional subspace. This subspace is learned by using probabilistic principal component analysis and used for appearance matching. Jeong and Jaynes [11] use target's color degree to construct transfer function, which shows better performance. In addition to color features, many other features can also be used to calculate target association degree. Park proposed a visual search engine (ViSE) as a semi-automatic component in a surveillance system using networked cameras [12] . The ViSE aims to assist the monitoring operation of huge amounts of captured video streams, which tracks and finds people in the video based on their primitive features with the interaction of a human operator. In literatures [13] and [14] , height is used as the matching feature. Human gait can also be used as matching feature. Kang et. al., [15] establish foregrounds' color distribution model and color model of feature point to match targets, which combine shape feature. Gheissari et. al., [16] focuses on research individual reidentification algorithms that use the overall appearance of an individual as opposed to passive biometrics such as face and gait. Yu et. al., [17] present an appearance model for establishing correspondence between tracks of people, which may be taken at different places, at different times or across different cameras. The appearance model is constructed by kernel density estimation. An additional feature of path-length is used. Experimental results demonstrate the important role of the pathlength feature in the appearance model and the effectiveness of the proposed appearance model and matching method. Gandhi and Trivedi [18] [19] proposed a new Panoramic Appearance Map (PAM) for multi-camera based person re-identification. Global features including clothing color, texture and height are extracted to match.
From the above investigation, we can find that color features are widely used in matching algorithms. And color transfer approaches [18] [19] [20] can improve the object recognition accuracy. However, they only do well while given a good training set, which has a suitable range of brightness and color value correspondences are known between training samples. If the given training set is not realizable or correspondences are not highly reliable, we will get poor matching performance. Especially, these methods have very high requirements to illumination condition. Once illumination is changed, some new training samples are needed. Therefore, we may draw a conclusion that color transfer approaches are not applicable to real systems of uncontrollable illumination conditions.
Target's spatio-temporal characteristic has two aspects including spatial relations and temporal relations. In literatures [21] and [22] , cameras network is expressed by nodes graph. In camera's FOV, objects appear and disappear regions have been recorded as different nodes. These regions can be obtained by statistical learning of appear and disappear positions. To one camera, there may be multiple appear and disappear regions, which can be regarded as different nodes respectively. All the cameras are synchronized in time. Every observation found in each node has a time stamp. It expresses emergence or vanishing moment, which can be used to establish temporal constraints. Javed et. al., [9] [10] calculate spatio-temporal transition probability by using a Parzen estimator. These methods often show good estimations of the transition time distributions. However, They are complicated and difficult to solve the problem of correspondences or object tracking. Therefore, appearance feature is usually added to match observations. In this paper, the above two issues are discussed. Our work is aimed at solving problems in multi-object tracking across non-overlapping views. Inter-camera spatio-temporal relationships and appearance relationships are improved to provide more information in the process of objects matching.
Improved on Appearance Transfer Model
As to target's appearance change, literatures [21] [22] modeled a transfer of colors associated with the two specific cameras. In literature [23] , brightness transfer function (BTF) is proposed, which assumes that realizable foreground-background segmentation is needed for re-identification. And if appearance changes frequently, the function is not always sufficient. In literature [20] , CCT method is proposed by Reinhard to solve the problem of multi-camera object tracking, which is modeled according to the color features of two hand-labeled objects or full images of FOVS. If there is more than one pair of objects, the average value is used.
Based on the work of Reinhard, we also find that the method can do well only for those images with single tone color. Otherwise, blocking process is needed for those images with composed tones color. Welsh uses energy function of L2 metric space to match images of their brightness and texture, and proposed a color transfer algorithm based on the whole [24] . While we use Welsh's method to process images, we find that if we transfer a composed and colorful target image to a single source image, the transferred result is not fit to national color. By further analysis, these two methods do not consider the pixels' correlation of local small zone. In fact, on two-dimensional space, color value of every pixel shows by a certain distribution. It only has relation with its neighborhood pixels, which is labeled as zone  . The distribution is not affected by pixels out of the neighborhood zone. Therefore, the transferred values are also affected by  [25] . Based on this consideration, we propose a novel algorithm to solve the problem of appearance variance across cameras, which uses statistical value of local information in the process of color transfer.
Our proposed method includes the following steps:
Step a. Convert Color Space
In surveillance video stream, the captured pedestrian is usually shown by adopting RGB format [26] . RGB spatial model is a linear representation system. It has some characteristics, such as simple and intuitive. However, it is not suitable for human vision. In addition, in RGB space, two points distance is not a linear relationship between the Euclidean distance and the actual colors distance. Thus it easily causes colors error separation. Moreover, there are strong correlations between three channels' of values, and hue, saturation, brightness information can not be directly measured. If a pixel's color information need modified, you must modify the 3 channels at the same time, which will make the operation of color mapping very complex. Ruderman et al. [27] propose a new color space (called lαβ color space) by minimizing correlation between channels for many natural scenes. lαβ is a orthogonal color space, l is brightness channel, α is blueyellow opponent channel, β is red-green opponent channel. The three channels are perpendicular to each other, and correlation is very small, so modify can be operated on each channels, the target image does not appear visual deformatio. Therefore, to facilitate the color transform and recognition, lαβ color space is used in this paper.
Since lαβ color space is a variant of LMS color space, we firstly need to convert images from RGB color space to LMS color space, and then convert them from LMS color space to lαβ color space. While image is converted to lαβ color space, the step of decoupling is completed. Step b. Calibrate Source Image
In lαβ color space, calculate the mean, overall standard deviation and local standard deviation of the source image and the target image. Let statistical characteristics of the source image's as same as possible to the target image's. That's they have the same or near mean, overall standard deviation and local standard deviation. It includes the following steps: (1) calculate the overall mean value  , overall standard difference  and local standard deviation   of each channel in the l, α, β color space, namely the statistical parameters of three channel source image for: ls
Parameters of the subscript s, t represent the source image and the target image, respectively.
is gray value of point ) , ( y x , the image size is N M * . A n × m template is used to calculate local standard deviation of sampling points. (2) Values of l,α and β of transferred image can be gained according to formula (1) . In each channel of source image, we use every pixel's value subtract its channel's overall mean value, then scale it, and add channel's overall mean value of the target image: Step c. Getting Transferred Image.
Based on step b, we can get a calibration of source image in lαβ color space. Now, we need to transfer it from lαβ color space to RGB color space, thus result image based on overall and local color transform correction is gained, which is named as transferred image. , where
Since the source image and target image are equal, they can be exchanged to get different tranferred images by using our proposed appearance transfer model. Figure 3 shows some experiments of appearance transfer. In this experiment, we select three kinds of images to test our method. The first three images are pededstrians, the later are two natural scenes, the last one is a painting. Row C shows color transfer result while row A is used as the original source image and row B is the target image. Row D shows color transfer result while row B is used as the original source image and row A is the target image. To pededstrians, we can see that there are obviously changes in their clothes and accessories. In row C, the two natural scenes show abundant colors, the level sense is stronger than before. Because of color transfer, the painting styles are changed, bring people colorful feelings.
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Improved on Spatio-temporal Transfer Model
In literature [28] , every edge of camera network topology graph represents that target may move across the adjacent two nodes. Therefore, given a pair of nodes ) , ( Figure 5 is topology structure of surveillance network. Actually, the transform relation of each camera is more complex than shown in the Figure 5 . In our research, more attention is paid to the relation between cameras. Therefore, only part of the transform relationship is labeled as references. , then we can construct a update formula as follows:
To nodes Some researchers calculate time transfer probability according to target appearing time and disappearing time. This method is not reliable, because the motion is not stable. Especially, it is difficult to estimate the state of motion in the blind zone. Therefore, the probability value is insufficient to be trusted. Based on this method, we improve it by setting time constrain, and for every target satisfying the constrain can be considered having correlation, which is constructed by extracting features. 
Then, an improved spatio-temporal transfer model can be computed as follows: 
Experimental Results
Distance between two correlated nodes and average transition time are shown in Table 1 In this part, a 140-second video is randomly captured to do experiments. We find that there are 7 people walking in the camera network. Since the number of person remains small, specific time constraints between nodes are not needed to set. In each unit, we only need to do targets association according to the temporal relationship. 
Figure 6. Association Results of Different Person
By using the association characteristics proposed in this paper, we can get satisfied matching results. Figure 6 shows the results of targets association. The horizontal axis expresses one target's emergence or vanishing moment in a node. The vertical axis expresses the number of camera nodes. 7 walking trajectories show different transfer relationship in camera networks. We use different graphic symbols to express different person.
Conclusion
We have presented a targets association method across multiple cameras by learning cameras' transfer model, which is designed to detect and track pedestrian trajectory from realistic videos. The inter-camera appearance transfer model measures a similarity between two pedestrians by processing images in lαβ color space. The spatio-temporal relationship is computed by defining valid link, using clustering method and setting time constrain. Through the experiments with our new dataset, we have confirmed that our proposed method is able to track multiple targets across non-overlapping cameras based on transfer models. Our future work will focus on recognize complicated human activities in non-overlapping cameras [29] .
